Get what you need at point-of-quote
with TransUnion Prefill Vehicle
Now it’s easier than ever to decrease abandoned quotes, which ultimately
impacts your loss ratio. Consumers often lack the information you need at
point-of-quote. This results in incomplete applications that require additional
follow-up or manual data entry, ultimately leading to higher abandon rates
and errors. With Prefill Vehicle, you’ll be able to fill in the gaps and make sure
you have everything you need to provide an accurate quote.
Prefill Vehicle gives you vehicle information
right at the point-of-quote
Simply enter minimal consumer information,
such as a name and address, and TransUnion will
return the related vehicle information—helping you
provide more accurate quotes, improve hit rates
and reduce costs.

Hit rates and data quality you can be confident in
Prefill Vehicle was built using TransUnion’s highperforming systems and experience. Our data
enrichment with previous addresses and prior
names garner better hit rates than other solutions—
helping you reduce costs. Plus, delivery is available
on your existing connectivity to TransUnion.

Prefill Vehicle returns the following:
→→ Vehicle ID Number (VIN) →→ Lien holder
→→ Model year

→→ Registered state

→→ Make

→→ License plate type

→→ Branded title

You also may provide a nine- or four-digit
SSN, date of birth, vehicle make or model,
previous addresses and/or co-policyholder
for improved results.

LEARN MORE

Learn more about TransUnion Prefill Vehicle.
Call your sales representative at 866-922-2100.

Save time during the application process
In addition to helping decrease abandon rates and reduce errors from manual data entry,
Prefill Vehicle has the following industry-reported benefits:
Channel benefits

Bottom line benefits

→→ Speeds up overall application time

→→ Increases policies sold

→→ Decreases time spent addressing data entry issues

→→ Enables more accurate quotes

→→ Decreases quote abandonment

→→ Provides for more complete vehicle data on your book

→→ Increases website traffic

→→ Identifies additional vehicles in the household
→→ Decreases premium leakage

Choose from two solution options
Household

Receive information for all vehicles listed in a household

• Name
• Address
• SSN (optional)

Insurance Carrier

Consumer

Accurate Quote

Prefill Vehicle

Vehicle information for
all vehicles in household (3)
• Vehicle ID number (VIN)
• Model year
• Make
• Branded title
• Lien holder
• Registered state
• License plate type
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VIN

If you already know the year and make of the vehicle you’re going to insure, TransUnion provides
information for that select vehicle.

• Name
• Address
• SSN
• Vehicle year (optional)
• Vehicle make

Prefill Vehicle

Insurance Carrier

Consumer

Accurate Quote

Vehicle information
for selected vehicle
• Vehicle ID Number (VIN)
• Model year
• Make
• Branded title
• Lien holder
• Registered state
• License plate type

For a more comprehensive point-of-quote solution, combine Prefill Vehicle with TransUnion
Vehicle History Score.

LEARN MORE

Learn more about TransUnion Prefill Vehicle.
Call your sales representative at 866-922-2100.
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